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Introduction. L 

be Iet the equation of the r essentia1 parameters a, 
r). 

equations of the first and' 

group transformation 

--- ---, 2, 

r} 2, ...... , β=1; α， (b, 줬좋=Ã~(a~) 값(a 1 ), 
2) 

Wedefine tIie group-spaces with connections Furthèrmore, 
ôA~ _ M GlA~ 
gF--na깅a"/ ' Lat=A* 

·
f
·익
 

ô)U' 
ôa’ 

ôJIJ __ ";t" b 

ôa"/ ~'P E값 =Xf 

3) 

￡ -(L흙 +짧)=웅(Lf-， +L품 ) , 
and 

r8~ -/1"/ -4) 

S<-) a l1d S<O) respectiveIy. 

fòIIowing in as the and 흥"，/1 

and we havè bèen denòted by SC+) , 
Now we introduce the metric tensors g뼈 

S<+) and S<-) respectivèIy; 

g"' /I =A~ Aø , g"'/I=)f~ Ãå , 
want to seek a necessary and sufficient condition in order that there 

correspondènce 

and 
S<+) and 양to1Ip-spaces 삼le between exists a conformal 

S<-> • 

Nobuo by 

paper [lJ. 

is reþrese i:J.tedby-

(1. 1) a잊 =.pOt(a Jl a z ) (π=1 ， 

For this equation. the fundamentaI differentiaI 

second parametèr-groups of the given contiIiùous 

are represented by 

「 gag 
an. 

studied were The fundamentaI quantities for these spaces 

Horie [1]. Here, we use of his resuIts in the 

The ChristoffeI symboI wiflì tê‘sþéCt to gø /l 
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(1. 5) 없 =r앓 +웅(C.~ + c.~)A~ ApA~ ， 

where c.~ are the constants of. structure of 5(+>. ‘ 

2. The conformal correspondence between 5(+> and 5“. 
Let gαg and gα /J denote the metric tensors of 5(+> and S(닉， then the 

conformal correspondence between the group-spaces 5<+> and 5<-> is 

defined .by 
당@a =e1Sgag . 

lf there exists the conformal correspondence between 5(+> and 5(-> , then 

it satisfies the equations 

(2. 1) {값}= {값} 十 8홉6."/ +ó~6， /J +g/J'1 ga "σ ， '" 
and conversely, if this differential equations are completely integrable, 
then there exists the correspondence. 

From (1. 5) and r용 =I 없， (2. 1) is reduced to 

융(ë파 + 잖 )Ã~Ãß지3 

; 추(C"b +c:.) A::AøA~ +8:σ' '1 +8~ó， /J +g/J'1ga"Ó, 1\
‘a 

1n order to adjust for 6 , '1. contracting with respect to α and ß, since 

캡. c~Q=O ， we have 

(2. 2) 

From Maurer-Cartan equation, i. e. , 
C짜 =(L앓-L삶 ) A~A~A1 ， 

we obtain c:b = (L없-L앓) A1 , and consequent1y, . substituting it in 

(2. 2) , (2 ‘ 2) is reduced to 
1 

Since L없=L하， we have 

6，에= 

and furthermore, from Maurer-Cartan equation, 

(2. 3) 
’ 
6. '1= 

1 ~. A 0 

%두 2 ''-'0' “ l 

it is reduced to 

From the completely integrable condition ð6, '1/ ð a /J = ð6. β /ðä’, it must 



’ 
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satisfy the form 

1 ôAå ôM \ 
---( - --B- l c;,=0. 

12+2 

Using of 삼lé MaU1 er-Cartan equation, i. e. , 
ôAå 
θ d' 

때
 -
없
 

=cgcA&A;, 

we have 

cgcC;cA&A;= 0, 
and since IA입 =휴 0 ， then we obtain the condition 

c:cc:~==o. 

Hence, we have the fo I1owing theorem: 

THEOREM A nesessaγ'Y and sufficient condition that theγe exists 

a conformal corresψondence betμ，een the first and second þarameter

grouþ sþaces, is that 

(2. 4) cgcc~.=O. 

Next, we consider the path with respect to affine connection, i. e. , 
d!~α d~ 1I 

:걷ø+r융γ 」??
da 'Y ~ 
d~s--V ， 

and in order to coincide it with the geodesic in group-space SC+) , i. e. , 
2 ..... a: α da ß da 'Y 

-양+{BA-- 一•. =0 
ds ds 

it must satisfy identicaIIy that 
da ß daτ 

({앓 }-rgγ)-7r- 피s-=0. 

Since {값 }-r~τ is symmetric with respect to ß and 'Y, it must vanish, 
and consequent!y, from (1. 5) , we have 

웅(C!b + c!. )A~쩨4~=0 

Since 1 A~ ) =1=0, we get 

C~b +c!.=O, 
1. e. , 

(2. 5) c;b= -cgt· 
Conversely, if (2. 5) are held , the path with respect to r없 and 

geodesic in SC+) are coincide with each other. Hence we have the fo lIowing 

result: 
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COROLLARY 1f the path μ，ith γespect to r뚱 1 and the geodesic Z1V 

SC+) are coincide with each other. then SC+) and SC-l aγe corres양ond 

con/ormally each other. 

Septen1ber 18. 1958 
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